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At this critical juncture in history, when both human and environmental
crises seem almost insoluble, when religions and science, philosophy
and politics, and the countless conservation and aid organizations, show
little ability to heal the burgeoning havoc and destruction, there is an
alternative that we must finally turn to. We must assume our collective
human and spiritual responsibilities — beginning with ourselves, our
actions and directions. There is an ancient tradition of spiritual wisdom
provided by authentic spiritual teachers who offer their profound help
to humanity. Speaking from the depths of their spiritual realization,
such great beings call us to a course of understanding and action that
can set things right. At this moment in human history, Samraj Adi Da, a Spiritual Master of the highest
degree, calls all people of all nations to collectively make changes in the world for the benefit of all
beings, both human and non-human.

Samraj Adi Da speaks from an overwhelming desire to see humanity create a
new destiny in this time, one in which we become the agents for the more
benign movements in nature rather than continuing as the destroyers of both
man and nature. Samraj Adi Da has given his entire life to imparting his
unifying wisdom for the ultimate benefit of all beings.

The following statement, declaration, and Heart confession of Samraj Adi Da,
excerpted from a talk he gave on November 4, 1994, is offered here (page 2) to
encourage the worldwide understanding and recognition of all beings, whether
human or not, as equal at Heart. We encourage everyone to carefully study and
make use of Samraj Adi Da’s vast and profound wisdom, no matter your field
of study, work, or faith. Fear-No-More Zoo1 is but one of the many seeds of a
great Vision of Samraj Adi Da, a Vision of all beings living in right Spiritual

relationship with one another, in cooperation tolerance and peace, informed by the Gift of Contemplative
surrender to the Very Divine Being. Fear-No-More Zoo’s Planet Bytes2 is intended to make available
Samraj Adi Da’s point of view about rightly understanding and preserving the natural environment of this
planet, ourselves, and each other, and living in harmony with life as a whole, and without fear.
                                                           Stuart Camps, Director, Fear-No-More Zoo
1 Planet Bytes are created to serve the deeper understanding of humans toward non-humans and the entire natural world. Please forward Planet Bytes
to whomever you think may be interested. A non-profit service of Fear-More-More Zoo, Planet Bytes uses material from many sources. Where known, all
sources are credited accordingly.

2 To find out more about Fear-No-More Zoo, how to support this Great Vision, or to get on the mailing list, please write to:
Fear-No-More Zoo, 12040 Seigler Springs Road, Middletown, Ca, 95461 USA.
Email: FearNoMoreZoo@Adidam.org.    
Website: http://zoo.adidam.org

(To receive Planet Bytes free each week, write to: Planet Bytes@adidam.org.   To discontinue receiving Planet Bytes reply with "UN-SUBSCRIBE")
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 “I Am Here to Embrace Everyone” “I Am Here to Embrace Everyone”
(Excerpted from a talk given by Samraj Adi Da, November 14, 1994)

At heart, all are One.

At heart, a human being is not the slightest bit different from the reptiles, the birds,
the former dinosaurs, the elephants, the plants, the trees, the wind, the sky, the
microbes.

Apart from their function in conditionality, all beings are the same. Human beings
are not uniquely to be Saved.

All beings, even all of conditional manifestation, is the Sphere of My Work. I do not
make the slightest jot of distinction between a human being and any other form or

appearance. There is none to be made. Appearing before you in human Form, I Play with you in human
terms. But My work, moment by moment, altogether, encompasses All — not only all human beings, not
only all beings, but everything.

I am in Conversation with all beings and things. It is not that only human beings
are full of ‘soul’ and everything else should be chopped up and eaten for lunch! If
you examine beings other than the human, feel them, are sensitive to them, enter
directly into relationship with them, you discover that they are the same — and
not just the somewhat bigger ones, like my parrots, but the mosquitoes, too,
which you swat out as if they were nothing.

At heart, human beings are manifesting a potential that is in all and that is
inherent in conditional existence itself. Whether this potential is exhibited
or not, whether it is made human or not, makes no difference whatsoever to
the Divine Self-Condition. All is One. All is the same. All equally require
Divine Compassion, Love, and Blessing, the thread of Communion with the
Divine made certain and true and directly experienced.

All.

Therefore, the Sphere of My Work is all beings and things. Literally it is so.
This is literally how I Work. I
cannot size up one being or thing
against another — the devotee
against the non-devotee, the
human against the non-human,

the Earth against some other place. I cannot do that. I am Doing
a universal Work.

I Am here to receive, and kiss, and embrace everyone,
everything — everything that appears, everything that is.
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